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Within the lived human experience, there lies a connection or need to connect with a 

higher power source. Taking many forms and diverse representations, individuals 

each select their own deity to believe in. Some refer to religion, some to ancestors, 

some to nature and some to widespread concepts such as the universe.  

Religion, higher notions of consciousness and spirituality often come at odds through 

general conversations between people as some highlight or place their chosen belief 

path as the highest ranking on the spiritual hierarchy. One can always argue how 

religion has served as dogma in the past and led to certain forms of violence, 

oppressions and segregation, but what we cannot argue is that everyone believes in 

something.  

Spirituality is often espoused as a tool of gaining perspective, where one is 

encouraged towards a life that has greater value than themselves. Spirituality 

motivates one to separate from a material dependency in attempts to establish a 

greater personal purpose.  It is based more on notions of mindfulness, freedom, peace 

and purpose, beliefs around the meaning of life, search for one’s life purpose and 

connection to others, centring one in a united relationship with all things and serving 

others as a form of spiritual expression. 

Documentary photographer, artist and healer Sethembiso Zulu takes us on a voyage 

of his autobiographical spiritual journey. Curated by renowned artist, academic and 

curator Senzeni Marasela, the exhibition Ikhaya Lika Moya hosted by the North West 

University Gallery between 14 February 2021 – 28 March 2021 is an exhibition that 

speaks to the nature of spirituality, healing and transcendence.  

The extensive body of work presented in this exhibition has been developed over ten 

years and is cumulative of Zulu’s personal experiences and interactions within the 

Zionist Christian Church. The work is collective of Zulu’s journey, experiences and 

months of research conducted with abafundisi (pastors) from various Zionist churches.  



Using photography, film and installation, the exhibition forms part of a trilogy where 

the viewer is invited to perceive experienced sacred moments in time. The body of 

work serves as a lens into the intricacies and complexities of spirituality where rituals 

of mourning, transformation, cleansing, initiation and rebirth are performed, 

investigated and shared. The trilogy aims at documenting the role visions, prayers, 

songs, dreams, interactions, and encounters play in the evolution of Zulu’s healing 

journey.  

The ensemble is representational of Zulu’s search for spiritual contentment and 

contemplates his journey into the spiritual world, furthermore, portraying his 

connection with his ancestors, who play a major role in his spiritual experience. The 

body of work calls us to question dichotomies and dualities of spirituality as we observe 

the use of symbols and objects such as water, prayer sticks (izikhali) with which Zulu 

presents in an installation within the exhibition.  

After completing his initiation as a healer in 2005, Zulu returned home and found 

himself unable to assimilate back into his community and family. He had changed, his 

world view and reality had altered, he had mastered the ability see visions, hear voices 

and communicate with those that had passed. Failing to adjust to his environment, 

Zulu realized that he had returned to an ecosphere of fragmentation, based on the 

rejection of all that is different from Western notions of spirituality and Christianity, as 

a consequent result of centuries of colonial misinformation.  

Finding it difficult and in search of communality, Zulu found himself wandering to the 

Zionist Christian church. The church welcomed Zulu, and he found himself a home in 

the church, a space that understood his experiences and had answers of why certain 

things were happening to him. The church served as a place of refuge and a place of 

healing for Zulu, a utopic space where he could escape the judgement and shunning 

of his friends, family and community, a place where he could be himself without 

reservation.  

The exhibition documents Zulu’s experiences in this newfound home, it is centred 

around the image “Ikhaya likamoya” (Figure 2) which shows a small makeshift 

structure made up of corrugated iron in a field within a township landscape. The 

structure is adorned with green and white flags on either sides, and a cross mounted 

in the middle of the structure. The term Ikhaya likamoya can be understood as to mean 



a dwelling where spirits reside. The cross serves as representational of a location pin 

within the landscape, an anchor or lighthouse in the dark. There is a term in 

Setswana/Sesotho that would refer to a certain group of people as batho ba moya, 

which translates into people who are gifted, who are able to house and communicate 

with spirit entities. The phrase Ikhaya likamoya not only serves independent spiritual 

entities but also serves as a home for those who gather within themselves other 

spiritual beings. It serves as a place where the spiritual elements that make them up 

are free and amplified. Where they are free without fear of prejudice or judgement and 

where they can communicate and be at one with themselves and their spiritual 

counterparts. 

 

Figure 1. Zulu Sethembiso. "Ikhaya Likamoya" A1 / 59,4cm x 84.1cm.  Edition of 6 plus 2AP F 
(https://ikhayalikamoya.pb.online/gallery?s=Th4YoIcFRjAo8gv6&i=ek2oS29NgjDkYonO). 

In this makeshift structure, and within this space, the outside is removed, and different 

states of consciousness are embodied where two opposite elements come together 

connecting the past, present and future. The ones alive connect to the ones who once 

lived and passed. Here, one’s essence is revealed, purified and clarified as one 

reaches a higher level of self-actualisation and realization of one’s true self, 

transforming into a manifestation of a pure being. Penetrating through the dichotomy 



of life and death where the luminosity of reality suddenly attains multi -dimensionality 

and dissociating one from this plane to an alternative plane, where one can 

communicate with those that have passed. The church represents a liminal site in 

between the physical and the spiritual realm, governed by spontaneity where one 

experiences connections between God/being/spirit and world through heightened 

awareness and perception. 

Included in the exhibition, the image “Yehla Moya Oyingcwele I" (Figure 2) is 

representational of this notion of multi -dimensionality and spiritual enlightenment. The 

photography depicts a woman in an altered conscious state carried and anchored by 

another woman in the congregation. From the imagery, notions of community and 

connectedness of the congregants of the church are reflected which impart moments 

of great intensity for the viewer. This is probably due to Zulu’s own connection to the 

congregants as one of them. The detailed women captured in the foreground contrast 

with the blurry congregant filled background which differentiates the levels of 

consciousness of the members of the church, alluding to spatial, spiritual and 

dimensional distance.  

 

Figure 2: Zulu Sethembiso. "Yehla Moya Oyingcwele I". 59,4cm x 84.1cm. Edition of 6 plus 2AP. 
(https://ikhayalikamoya.pb.online/gallery?s=Th4YoIcFRjAo8gv6&i=ek2oS29NgjDkYonO). 



Throughout the exhibition, seen in images” such as "Hlomani Izikhali II Hlomani Izikhali 

III (Figure 3) and Isiwasho II” (Figure 4) Zulu highlights how tangible objects like shoes, 

sticks and water mixed with ash symbolise worship, fighting evil and cleansing. Zulu 

further carefully uses interventions relative to film and theatre and his adoption of black 

and white imagery facilitates emphasis through the removal of visual noise and 

distraction, often brought about by colour. With this body of work, he encapsulates the 

viewer in a trance, as he portrays multi- sensory encounters into still depictions.  

 

Figure 3: Zulu Sethembiso, "Hlomani Izikhali III", 59,4cm x 84.1cm. Edition of 6 plus 2AP, 
(https://ikhayalikamoya.pb.online/gallery?s=Th4YoIcFRjAo8gv6&i=ek2oS29NgjDkYonO). 

Zulu’s grandmother plays a huge role in his spiritual journey, as she forms part of his 

spiritual encounters and connects him to the Zionist church. Zulu embraces and 

expresses the philosophies of the Zionist church through this body of work. The 

Zionists believe that one who forsakes his ancestors is bound to lose their protection 

and falls prey to disease, illness, spells and evil energy. The Zionists long for a 

connection with their forefathers and interconnect with them through dreams, prayers 

and moments of praise as they combine their Christian faith with an appeasing of their 

ancestors. Zulu represents his connection to his grandmother through the sole 

displaying of white prayer gowns, the inclusion of the white prayer garments act as a 

symbol for her firm existence and influence in his life and spiritual journey. 

https://ikhayalikamoya.pb.online/gallery?s=Th4YoIcFRjAo8gv6&i=ek2oS29NgjDkYonO


 

 

Figure 4:Zulu Sethembiso. "Isiwasho II" A1 / 59,4cm x 84.1cm (paper size) Edition of 6 plus 2AP, 
(https://ikhayalikamoya.pb.online/gallery?s=Th4YoIcFRjAo8gv6&i=ek2oS29NgjDkYonO). 

Images such as “Hlomani Izikhali I” (Figure 5) shows the Zionist congregation in an 

act of praise, within the makeshift church, blurred up and highlighting their movement, 

the congregants are visible with their white prayer garments as their environment 

comes alive. Alluding to the possibility of occupying different time scopes and existing 

in different realms, his blurring of images suggests the crossing of sensory thresholds 

into a liminal intermediate space/phase between life and death. In this space church 

congregants pray, sing, dance, disorient, transition and address a higher power in 

cosmic and boundless moments of consciousness, where consciousness arises in all 

its multiplicity and life and death are merely two extremes in one cycle of existence.  

https://ikhayalikamoya.pb.online/gallery?s=Th4YoIcFRjAo8gv6&i=ek2oS29NgjDkYonO


 

Figure 5: Zulu Sethembiso,"Hlomani Izikhali I". 59,4cm x 84.1cm.  Edition of 6 plus 2AP, 
(https://ikhayalikamoya.pb.online/gallery?s=Th4YoIcFRjAo8gv6&i=ek2oS29NgjDkYonO).  

Drawing meaning from an assortment of moments, instances, flashes, people and 

objects, Zulu thematises fellowship, prayers, rituals and spiritual encounters of 

congregants engaged in worship and healing. His accurate capturing of these 

moments serves as a physical manifestation or tangible objection stemming from an 

intangible experience between him and members of the congregation in the treasured 

home of spirits. Zulu’s visual essays operates as a divine blend of community, 

intercession, research and photography, locking us in a vortex of spirituality and 

emotion.  

Using symbolism, film, photography and installation, Zulu manages to replicate and 

cease unique experienceable moments, capturing and sharing encounters and 

memories. Zulu embraces the blend between western religious systems and African 

modes of spirituality and philosophical ideas around faith and presents it to us in am 

exceptionally curated exhibition.  

Full exhibition can be accessed online at: https://ikhayalikamoya.pb.online/gallery 

 

https://ikhayalikamoya.pb.online/gallery?s=Th4YoIcFRjAo8gv6&i=ek2oS29NgjDkYonO

